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Special attention is given at the Laboratory to the 
development of physical and other special techniques 
of general usefulness. This was illustrated by demon
strations of spectrographic equipment, including a 
double-beam infra-red spectrograph, radiometric 
methods, microanalysis, chromatography, polaro
graphy and other modern techniques. 

IMMUNITY TO VIRUS DISEASES 

ON July 1 at Cambridge, during the course of the 
scientific meeting of the British Medical Asso

ciation, the Section of Pathology discussed "The 
Prophylaxis of Virus Infections with Special Refer
ence to the Use of Vaccines". 

For some human virus infections, such as rubella 
and infectious jaundice, there is not yet available a 
susceptible laboratory animal-or even a susceptible 
egg !-and vaccines are thus at present unattainable. 
For others, such as (within limitations) influenza, 
inactivated vaccines are available ; these are safe, 
but do not give enduring immunity. For others, such 
as smallpox and yellow-fever, living attenuated 
viruses are available, and these give rise to immunity 
of longer duration. Dr. C. H. Andrewes, who opened 
the discussion, held up the 17D strain of yellow-fever 
as an example of an ideal vaccinating agent, a 
standard to which we should like all vaccines to 
attain. It gives but trifling reactions, and immunity 
is long-lasting after a single dose. Later in the dis
cussion, however, Dr. G. W. M. Findlay pointed out 
one flaw in its perfections-a difficulty in preserving 
its potency without rigorous attention to technique. 

Dr. Andrewes devoted chief attention to the com
plications introduced by the existence of serological 
races of some viruses, particularly influenza and 
poliomyelitis. Within the two distinct groups of 
influenza viruses, A and B, there exist serological 
races, sufficiently divergent to be of importance from 
the points of view of epidemiology and vaccine
prophylaxis. Very potent vaccines can be made from 
embryonic fluids of infected fertile eggs, inactivated 
with formalin. In 1943 such vaccines effected four
fold reduction in the incidence of influenza A in 
trials in a number of centres in America; in 1945-46 
they had done even better in a B outbreak, apparently 
decreasing incidence ten- to twenty-fold. In 1947 
they were quite, or almost, useless against the 
prevailing influenza A both in America and in Britain. 
This failure was almost certainly due to an antigenic 
divergence of the current A strain from those incor
porated in the vaccine. More work on the potentialities 
of the influenza viruses for antigenic variation is 
necessary, before one can advocate general use of 
vaccines. In particular, there is ignorance as to 
whether there are limited numbers of defined types 
or whether the viruses are antigenically labile ; also 
as to whether 'new' races spread about from country 
to country. To study this latter aspect, the World 
Health Organisation has lately set up a World 
Influenza Centre in London with the function of 
collecting, distributing and studying strains from 
all over the world. 

Dr. Andrewes briefly discussed the possible appli
cation of the 'interference phenomenon' in control of 
virus infections and mentioned experiments in ferrets 
by Dr. Gledhill and himself; in these an innocuous 
influenza B strain had suppressed the symptoms of 

infection by an active A strain given within the next 
two or three days. 

Prof. R. Hare, who followed, took a very pessi
mistic view of the prospects of successful vaccination, 
particularly against influenza. He emphasized past 
failures, particularly of vaccine trials in 1947, even 
going so far as to wonder whether killed viruses 
would ever be of value in immunizing man. Various 
methods of improving their activity have been 
reported-the use of the intradermal route, adsorp
tion on to calcium phosphate and other substances, 
and mixture with oil. The amount of virus in vaccines 
has been increased by various concentrating pro
cedures. Yet no consistent success can be reported. 
Antigenic variation among the viruses further 
confuses the issue. Prof. Hare felt! that, if this is all 
vaccines made in eggs can do, he would rather have 
the eggs to eat. Despite his gloom, he did not dispel 
the thought that if the vagaries of antigenic variation 
of influenza virus could be understood, the prospects 
might be a good deal brighter. 

Prof. W. I. B. Beveridge, the recently appointed 
professor of animal pathology at Cambridge, thought 
that much depends on how effective is the contact 
between an attacking virus and antibody. Against 
general infections such as the exanthemata and most 
insect-borne virus diseases, such contact is good and 
prompt ; immunity is enduring and the possibility 
of vaccination good. Viruses like the common cold 
and influenza, which probably never reach the blood
stream, make poorer contacts and the prospects are, 
therefore, less favourable. He believes that allergy 
plays an important part in mobilizing the body's 
defences quickly, and he discussed methods of pro
curing such a favourable allergic state. Attenuation 
of viruses to make an effective, safe vaccine is a 
noble ideal, but is a process difficult to control. There 
may, as in rinderpest, be a rapid transit from a state 
of insufficient attenuation to one in which immunizing 
power also is lost. A degree of attenuation just right 
for some breeds of cattle may be too drastic or not 
drastic enough where other breeds are concerned. He 
thinks that, as regards living viruses, recall or 
'booster' doses of vaccine may achieve no immunity
boost unless and until the recipient's immunity has 
fallen to quite a low level. 

Dr. Stoker discussed reasons for failures of immun
ization against smallpox, such as neglect of many 
people to be revaccinated after infancy. He particu
larly stressed that the so-called immune response was 
an index of sensitivity, not immunity, and should be 
regarded as equivalent to failure to 'take'. Only with 
vesiculation accompanying a take of primary or 
accelerated type does immunity rise satisfactorily. 
Vaccinia preparations contain an agglutinin for 
certain red blood cells, and antibodies to this hrem
agglutinin develop in immune people. Increase in 
such anti-hremagglutinin titres of serum may be a 
useful guide to what is happening after revaccination. 
Vaccinia grown in fertile eggs should be given more 
trials. It is perhaps less stable than calf lymph, but 
on the other hand could be produced much more 
rapidly in an emergency. Dr. Stoker also referred 
briefly to Kaposi's varicelliform eruption, some cases 
of which he thinks are due to generalized vaccinia in 
eczematous contacts of vaccinated people. Some of 
Dr. Stoker's remarks might have afforded useful 
propaganda for an anti-vaccinationist, had he not 
begun with the warning that they applied only to 
failures of vaccination in individuals : its value in 
inducing herd-immunity was not in doubt. 
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In the subsequent discussion, Dr. Findlay ranged 
over several centuries in search of apt news-items 
about viruses. He also pointed out that yellow-fever 
immunization in West Mrica had been of crucial 
strategic importance during the Second World War. 
There was discussion by several speakers of the 
twenty-year-old theory that immnnity persists only 
while live virus persists in the body-a theory which 
may be held as a dogma but certainly awaits proof. 
The role of contaminating hyaluronidase-producing 
cocci in improving vaccinia 'takes' was discussed by 
Dr. Lack and others. A number of speakers empha
sized that future progress in active immunization 
against viruses is closely bonnd up with exploitation 
of the fertile hen's egg. Progress hitherto has been 
chiefly noteworthy overseas. Speakers hoped that 
commercial firms in Britain would see to it that we 
do not lag behind in this important field of endeavour. 

This was an active and useful discussion, not least 
because, unlike those in some other sections-or so 
we are told-speakers commendably kept within the 
prescribed time-limits for their speeches. 

OBITUARIES 
Sir D'Arcy Thompson, C.B., F.R.S. 

WHEN D'Arcy Wentworth Thompson died at the 
age of eighty-eight, in his home in St. Andrews on 
June 21, his passing left a gap in many circles that 
had few points of contact with each other, for he had 
a wider range of intellectual interests and attainments 
than almost any other scientific man of our time. By 
profession he was a zoologist, and there have been 
few more learned; but he had a quite nnusual 
familiarity with the whole circle of the sciences, joined 
to an inherited aptitude for, and love of, the classical 
tongues, and he was constantly surprising his friends 
by his nnexpected knowledge of recondite corners of 
literature, history and art. He wrote and spoke in a 
style of effortless felicity, a trifle Victorian perhaps, 
but, as some of us think, none the worse for that. 
He loved teaching and he taught t o the very last, for 
even in his final illness he gathered his honours 
students in his sick-room for talks that none of them 
will forget. 

It is impossible here even to summarize the activ
ities, so varied, of so long a life. He was born on 
May 2, 1860, at Edinburgh. His father, also D'Arcy 
Wentworth, was classical master in the Edinburgh 
Academy and afterwards professor of Greek in 
Queen's College, Galway; he is still remembered by 
lovers of a polished style and of liberal ideas on 
education for his "Day-dreams of a Schoolmaster". 
His mother, Fanny Gamgee (who died when he was 
born), belonged to a family distinguished in science 
and in medicine. Mter preparatory schooling (which 
included informal 'Nature study' on Saturday after
noons long before the term was invented) he was sent 
to Edinburgh Academy, a school the pupils of which 
have gained fame in all walks of life. He himself 
ha,s recorded that of his own classmates one was 
awarded the Victoria Cross, one received a peerage 
and a seat in the Cabinet, four became fellows of 
the Royal Society and one a Royal Academician. 

On leaving school at the age of seventeen, he 
matriculated as a medical student in the University 
of Edinburgh, where he Was introduced to scientific 
zoology by Sir Wyville Thomson, then lately re-

turned from the Challenger expedition. But it was 
with a classical scholarship that, two years later, 
he went up to Trinity College, Cambridge, and while 
there he helped to 'work his passage' by coaching 
men in Greek. He was one of the band of eager 
students who gathered ronnd F. M. Balfour and 
Michael Foster, then laying the foundations of the 
modern Cambridge school of biology. He took a 
first class in Part II of the Natural Sciences Tripos 
and for a year demonstrated in Michael Foster's 
laboratory. 

In 1884, at the early age of twenty-four, D'Arcy 
Thompson was appointed professor of biology (later 
altered to natural history) in the recently founded 
University College in Dundee. When, in 1897, after 
embittered disputes and litigation, the College was 
made one of the constituent colleges of the University 
of St. Andrews, he became a member of the Senate, 
and, twenty years later, on the retirement of Prof. 
W. C. M'Intosh, he was translated to the senior chair 
in the United College at St. Andrews. His tenure of 
the chairs at Dundee and St. Andrews extended to 
sixty-four years, a record that, under modern con
ditions, will not be repeated. 

Some dates alone must stand for the stages of his 
scientific career. In 1896 and again in 1897 he went 
to the Bering Sea as member of the British- Ameri
can inquiry into the fur-seal fishery, and in the latter 
year he was British representative on the international 
conference on the subject at Washington. For these 
services he received the C.B. in 1898. In the latter 
year he was appointed to the Fishery Board for 
Scotland and remained a member until the abolition 
of the Board in 1939. He was one of the British 
representatives on the International Council for the 
Study of the Sea from its beginning in 1902, and he 
edited and contributed largely to the Scottish section 
of its reports. He also wrote many papers on fishery 
statistics and oceanography in the "Scientific In
vestigations" of the Scottish Fishery Board from 
1913 until 1931. 

When D'Arcy Thompson went to Dundee, he at 
once began to assemble a teaching collection for the 
illustration of his lectures, which were never bound by 
the fetters of the 'type system'. At that time the 
Dundee whaling industry had not quite come to an 
end, and several of the whaling skippers were per
suaded to bring back to him a large amount of 
vertebrate and invertebrate material, much of it of 
great value and interest. With the addition of col
lections obtained on his visits to the Bering Sea he 
got together a museum of arctic zoology which at 
the time had no equal in Britain. 

It was in 1908 that a short paper in Nature on 
"The Shapes of Eggs and the Causes which Determine 
Them" gave the first published intimation of a line 
of inquiry that had long engaged his thought and 
on Which he had accumulated masses of notes. In 
1917 he published his book "On Growth and Form". 
This remarkable work at once attracted attention, 
not so much for the novel ideas it contained (though 
these were many) as for the mass of illustrative 
material it brought together from writers ancient and 
modern, many of whom the average zoologist had 
never heard of. The perfect pellucidity of its writing 
and the way in which it made problems, essentially 
mathematical, comprehensible to the non-mathe
matician, attracted many readers. It speedily went 
out of print and had the distinction, rare for a scien
tific book, of appearing in second-hand book cata
logues at ten times its published price. Its central 
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